MSD P11411

Technical Review Agenda

Meeting Purpose: Detailed design review of P11411- Dubai Desalination System. The objectives of this
design review is to present and receive feedback from our Customer, Guide, and others about our updated
project plan, feasibility analysis, system specifications, system design diagram, design CAD drawings and
schematics, test plan, plan of action, bill of materials, updated risk assessment, and multicultural
preparation.
Materials to be Reviewed:
Updated Project Plan
Feasibility Analysis
System Specifications
System Design Diagram
Design CAD Drawings and Schematics
Test Plan
Plan of Action
Bill of Materials
Updated Risk Assessment
Multicultural Preparation
Meeting Date: February 14, 2011
Meeting Location: 09-2550
Meeting time: 6:00 – 9:00 a.m. EST
Meeting Agenda Timeline:
Meeting Timeline
Start
time
6:00
6:10
6:30
6:40
6:50
7:00
7:20
7:30
7:45
7:55
8:05
8:15
8:25
8:35

Topic of Review

Required Attendees

Updated Project Plan (Sergey)
Feasibility Analysis (All Members)
Questions and Comments
System Specifications (Dubai Members)
System Design Diagram (Kelsey)
Design CAD Drawings and Schematics (All Members)
Questions and Comments
Test Plan (Kelsey)
Plan of Action (Kelsey)
Questions and Comments
Bill of Materials (Sergey)
Updated Risk Assessment (Dubai Members)
Multicultural Preparation (Dubai Members)
Questions and Comments
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Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
Dr. Edward Hensel, Gerry Garavuso
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Updated Project Plan

Figure 1. MSDI Project Plan
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Figure 2. MSDII Project Plan
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Feasibility Analysis
Solar Still
TMY3 Data:
This data provides hourly temperature and Solar Insolation Readings for Rochester NY taken at the
Airport. This data represents the typical meteorological year for Rochester, NY. Below are the Daily
values for average temperature and the total solar insolation for each day of the year calculated from this
data set. A smooth sinusoidal fit was also calculated for these two graphs and used in the sensitivity
analysis which is discussed later.

Figure 3. Total Solar Insolation and Average Daily Solar Insolation
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Figure 4. Average Daily Temperature
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Theoretical Model:
“Experimental and theoretical method for the determination of the daily output of a solar still:
input-output method” written by V. Belesslots was used as a guideline for calculating the Mass
output of water per hour for this device. The Assumptions that were used in the analysis are as
follows:
 Glass Cover Emissivity is equal to 1

Surface Area of water and basin is equal to 1m2
 Angle of Incidence for Solar Still Cover is equal to 0.5 radians
 Optical Efficiency of Glass is equal to 0.8
 There is no heat loss through the sides of the still
 Depth of Water in Basin is 2cm
 Standard properties for Salt Water
 Standard properties for glass
 Convective heat transfer coefficient between glass over and environment was assumed to be
15W/m2K
 Convective heat transfer coefficient between water in basin and cover was assumed to be
5W/m2K
The Calculated values are listed below with the equations from the paper that were used:
Partial Water Vapor Pressure of Temperature range 10-150C:

Latent Heat of Vaporization

(A.11)

Sky Temperature
Radiative heat transfer coef. between glass over and environment
Evaporative heat transfer coef, between water in basin and cover

Radiative heat transfer coefficient between water in basin and cover
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Calculating Overall upward heat flow factor:

Calculating Mass Output
Calculating Incremental Water
Temperature

(2)

Simulation Using Theoretical Model:
Matlab was used to create the simulated model using the TMY3 data as the input. This is the reason for
the variability in the results. Shown is the Hourly Calculations, Daily Calculations and a “typical” winter
day vs. summer day plots:

Figure 5. Matlab Simulations
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Figure 6. Matlab Simulations
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The Following was calculated as reference and was taken from the command window after the
simulation was run:
---------------------------------------------Average Mass Output per Day (kg)
3.6397
---------------------------------------------Mass Output Jan 5(kg)
2.1462
---------------------------------------------Mass Output May 19(kg)
9.0267
---------------------------------------------In order to answer some design questions the following was done using the theoretical model:
The radiative heat loss was doubled in an effort to represent the heat loss through the sides of the
solar still if LEXAN was used. Using LEXAN would provide the user with a clear view of the
interworkings of the still. However, the major concern in using LEXAN is the radiative heat loss
without having fully insulated sides. The area for both sides is approximately equal to the top of
the solar still which is why the approach of doubling the radiative losses was taken. The results
are shown below:

Average Mass Output per Day
(kg)

From Orginal
Analysis
3.6397

Increase Radative Losses

Percent Difference

3.5309

2.99%

Table 1. Average Mass Output Per Day
Sensitivity Analysis:
The sensitivity analysis was completed to Validate the Assumptions for Heat Transfer Coefficents
that were made for the theoretical model. For the heat transfer coeffiecients that were assumed
constant, an upper bound and lower bound were created by varying the assumed value by 20%.
The sinusodal fits created for daily temperature and daily insolation from the TMY3 data were
used in order to better display the upper and lower bounds. The average daily mass output for the
upper, lower and middle curves are also shown:
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Figure 7. Sensitivity Analysis
----------------------------Average Mass Output per Day Upper Bound (kg)
4.3194
----------------------------Average Mass Output per Day (kg)
4.2251
----------------------------Average Mass Output per Day Lower Bound (kg)
4.0956
Approximately a 3% change in Mass Output due to a 20% change in the Heat Transfer Coefficient
between the water and the inside of the glass cover
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Figure 8. Sensitivity Analysis
----------------------------Average Mass Output per Day Upper Bound (kg)
4.7867
----------------------------Average Mass Output per Day (kg)
4.2251
----------------------------Average Mass Output per Day Lower Bound (kg)
3.6487
Approximately a 13.5% change in Mass Output due to a 20% change in the Heat Transfer
Coefficient between the glass cover and the environment
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A sensitivity analysis was also completed for the glass emissivity value. The upper bound in this case is
the assumed value (ideal value) the middle value is a typical emissivity value for glass and the lower
bound was chosen in order to have an equal distribution from the center (or typical value).

Figure 9. Sensitivity Analysis
----------------------------Average Mass Output per Day Upper Bound (kg)
4.3145
----------------------------Average Mass Output per Day (kg)
4.2435
----------------------------Average Mass Output per Day Lower Bound (kg)
4.1723
Upper bound is only 1.6% larger than the average mass output per day for the typical emissivity
value for glass. Meaning assuming the glass has an ideal emissivity value does not have a large
effect on the overall output

NOTE: Using the fit line increases the Average Mass Output per day however, the sensitivity
analysis was designed to provide a range for the expected average mass output depending on the
parameter that is changed.
KGCOE MSD
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Compound Parabolic Collector
Theoretical Model of a Concentrating Parabolic Collector (FPC) with a Thermosiphon.
Assumptions



Quasi steady state



No shading



Ideal flow (laminar, 1D, uniform)



Hottel Whillier Bliss equation (linearized heat loss)



Conditions from receiver to receiver are the same

Calculations
The model was developed based on the following equations for a thermosyphon FPC from the Zerrouki paper used.

The following basic energy equation was used to find the energy into the fluid

Equations for relating a CPC collector to the Hottel Whillier Bliss equation were taken from Solar Engineering of Thermal
Processes 3rd edition.

Sample Days
Using the model developed we predicted the energy added to the system for January 5 th and June 5th resulting in the following
plots.
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Figure 10. Energy and Irradiance for January 5th and June 5th (CPC)
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Conclusion

Date
Total Daily Irradiance (W)
Total Energy Input to Still (W)
Efficiency

5 January
3,675
808.5
22%

5 June
4,557
1070.5
23%

Table 2. Comparison of Jan.5 and Jun. 5 (CPC)
Using this model we predict a usable energy input to the solar still even during the winter in Rochester. The efficiency over the
year stays somewhat constant.

Flat Plate Collector
Theoretical Model of Flat Plate Collector (FPC) with a Thermosiphon
Assumptions



Quasi stead state



No shading



Ideal flow (laminar, 1D, uniform)



Hottel Whillier Bliss equation

Calculations
The model was developed based on the following equations for a thermosiphon FPC from the paper used.

The following basic energy equation was used to find the energy into the fluid

Sample Days
Using the model developed we predicted the energy added to the system for January 5 th and June 5th resulting in the following
plots.
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Figure 11. Energy and Irradiance for January 5th and June 5th (FPC)
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Conclusion

Date
Total Daily Irradiance (W)
Total Energy Input to Still (W)
Efficiency

5 January
3,675
651
17.7%

5 June
4,557
1,646
36.1%

Table 2. Comparison of Jan.5 and Jun. 5 (FPC)
Using this model we predict a usable energy input to the solar still even during the winter in Rochester.
The efficiency decreases, but the overall collector provides an acceptable amount of usable energy.
System Specifications

Figure 12. System Specifications
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System Design Diagram

Figure 13. System Design Diagram
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Design CAD Drawings and Schematics (Overview of the proposed design with detailed presentation during
the review)
Solar Still

Figure 14. Front Solar Still

Figure 15. Side Solar Still
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Figure 16. Rear Solar Still

Figure 17. Angle Solar Still
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Compound Parabolic Collector (CPC) Flat Plate Collector (FPC)

Pros:

Pros:

-Higher concentration ratio

-Fairly simple design

-More interesting lab model

-Less risk

-Can achieve higher temps

-Large acceptance angle (~180 deg)

Cons:

Cons:

-More complicated design

-Less interesting lab model

-More labor required to build
-More risk
-Small acceptance angle (~30 deg)
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Compound Parabolic Collector

Figure 18. Compound Parabolic Collector
Flat Plate Collector

Figure 19. Flat Plate Collector
KGCOE MSD
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Test Plan

P11411 - Testing Plan
Objective:
The objective of this test plan is to develop an accurate and functioning desalination unit using renewable energy
sources. This will be defined by the successfully completion of each of the three tests listed below and the defined
engineering specifications for the device. By completing this testing plan the device will quantifiably be defined as
accurate and functioning. All tests must be completed under the standard testing conditions (see Appendix:
Standard Testing Conditions). Overall this test plan calls for 10 days of testing.

System Test:
Objective:
This test is designed to test that all components of the system are operating correctly. After the system is finally
assembled this first test will allow for any flaws to be revealed prior to the major testing. By testing the physical
system without any of specifications in mind it will allow for the engineers to focus on each component of the
design and make sure it is functioning properly. If at the end of the procedure any component is still not achieving
its required functionality, then that component must be redesigned and the Systems Test should be repeated after
the new component is installed.

Outline:
This test will be completed twice prior to the Specifications Test beginning; therefore no measurements are
required to be taken.
Each mechanical component of the design will be observed during testing. The performance will be rated as
Satisfactory or Poor. Any components ranked Poor during the first test will be adjusted by the engineers before the
second test.
The second test will be run after all required adjustments are made. Each component again will be ranked during
the testing. Any components ranked Poor will have to be redesigned by the engineers.

Documentation:
A list name every component on the device will be created. This list will be put into a table and for each test the
components ranking will be placed next to it. Every component must be ranked for each of the two tests.
Component
Test 1 Ranking
Test 2 Ranking

Timeline:
Each test should take approximately four to eight hours to complete (depending on design). At least one day must
be given between the two tests for any components that were ranked Poor to be adjusted.
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Data Acquisition Test:
Objective:
The goal of the data acquisition test is to verify that all devices which measure/record data are functioning properly
before and after they are installed on the system. These devices include, but are not limited to, flow meters,
thermometers, salinity measuring devices and manometer.

Outline:
Prior to all measuring devices being installed, each device will be tested with a control. The device must be
installed to the data collection device that is installed to a computer. This will verify that the devices is reading
properly as well as installed to the computer system correctly. An example of this would be using a thermocouple
to measure the temperature of a room that has a known temperature.
All devices will then be installed to the system and tested again. If there is some discrepancy between the initial
test value and the new test value calibration may be necessary for that particular device

Documentation:
Each device will be listed, and will be labeled either “Pass” or “Fail” for each of the two tests. If any devices fail
the test, the team will decide if the test should be run again or if a new device is needed to replace the current, nonfunctioning one.
Measuring Device

Test 1 (Prior to Installation)

Test 2 (Post Installation)

Timeline:
This process should take approximately 1 day in its entirety. If major problems are encountered (devices are not
operating properly) this may take longer if a new one has to be delivered.

Specifications Test:
Objective:
This test will be the most intensive and require the most amount of time because it will determine the nominal
values for each specification. Using the defined engineering specifications the device will operate for a typical day
time period and all specifications will be measured and recorded. This test will be re-run until all engineering
specifications are satisfied.

Outline:
The system will be run for the daytime period after all measurement and control devices are installed.
Using these controls all required measurements for each specification will be taken.
This value will then be ranked using the following scale:
Above Nominal (Better than the Target Value)
Nominal (The Target Value)
Marginal (In Acceptable Value Range)
Below Marginal (Unacceptable Value, Specification not met)
Any specification that receives a “Below Marginal” ranking the system will be evaluated by the engineers and a
Plan of Action will be filled out by the team. This plan will then be executed and the specifications test will be run
again after the system is fixed.
The specifications test must be run at least three times and documented to validate that all results are consistent.
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Documentation:
Each engineering specification will be listed as well as the Nominal and Marginal values for that specification (see
VOE Nom-Marg Values on Google Docs). There will then be a space for recording the test results for the
specification and the proper rank next to it. This will be done for each of the tests and save in one document.
Specification Nominal Marginal Ranking for T1
Ranking for T2
Ranking for T3
Value
Value

Timeline:
This test requires at least three full days of testing. This does not include any issues that are encountered (larger or
small). A safe estimate is that this testing will take 6 days to complete.

Appendix: Standard Testing Conditions:
To demonstrate the system functionality the following are the parameters that will be used in order to do so:
● Input water salinity: 35,000 - 40,000 ppm
● Input water temperature:13C (+/- 1C)
● Testing will be completed on a Mostly Sunny to Completely Sunny day.
Each of the tests specified above MUST be run under these lab conditions in order to verify that the system meets
the customers’ needs and the engineering specifications.
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Plan of Action

Plan of Action
Date:_____________________________
Documented By:__________________________________________

Description of Problem:
Please place the description of what is not working properly here

Cause of the Problem:
Please place the reason for this problem here; the reason should be determined using the following flow chart. This
ensures that the root cause of the problem is identified.

Team Ideas to Resolve this Problem:
TEAM brainstorms Ideas on how this problem can be resolved. After all ideas are on the table (brainstorm complete) then the
team will rank each idea on how well it will work, how quickly it will get done, and overall impact to the design.

Final Resolution:
The team will make a choice on what will be the best course of action based on the ranking above. All members must agree
and move forward.

Action Items:
Item

Owner

Date Assigned

Date of Completion

Signed By
Sergey Chiripko

______________________________________Date: ____________

Wayne Evans

______________________________________Date: ____________

Allie Schneider

______________________________________Date: ____________

Andy Thistle

______________________________________Date: ____________

Dylan Connole

______________________________________Date: ____________

Kelsey McConnaghy

______________________________________Date: ____________

Gerald Garavuso

______________________________________Date: ____________
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Bill of Materials (Turned sideways to fit on this page)
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Updated Risk Assessment
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Multicultural Preparation

Multicultural Preparation

Personal Responsibility:
Before Leaving









Pre-departure meeting
o Senior Design group members, guide, and Dr. Hensel
o Study abroad students
Download software before departure
o Tortoise and set up project folder for group (test set-up)
o RIT VPN address
o Skype
 Accept group members and faculty
 Bring mobile microphone( if possible)
 Confirm mic and video functionality
o MATLAB and Solidworks (if possible)
All members must have a Google email account (g-mail)
o Link members Google calendars
 Abroad members must change their calendars time zone
o Share documents through Google docs
Confirm MyCourses access to MSD documents
o Confirm video and PowerPoint access to MSD lectures

Ongoing








Copy all group members on all MSD related emails
Acknowledge emails
Use thumbs up to signal understanding in Skype meetings
Upload files a day or two before meetings
Update Tortoise project folder every time before opening
Check e-mails at least twice daily (early in the morning and late evenings)
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RIT & Dubai Faculty Responsibility:
For MSD Team:










Set up faculty guide in Dubai for MSDI & MSDII
Set up video conferencing equipped room
o Get “real time” screen sharing using smart boards
o At least two smart boards in a room for presentation purposes
Create purchasing procedure for supplies
o Include procedure for taxi reimbursement
Schedule appropriate classes earlier (before 5pm) in Dubai and later in Rochester (not before 11am)
Manually add Dubai members into same MSD class as Rochester students on MyCourses
Reserve room for MSD class time/meetings
Ensure one DPM member in Dubai

For Dubai RIT students:








Request convenient and reliable bus schedule from Etisalat (regular intervals throughout the day)
Request bus schedule from Etisalat to RIT for weekend (Friday and Saturday)
Obtain cell phones for students, hand out on arrival (part of study abroad fee)
Provide programs equivalent to those at RIT Rochester (i.e.: LabVIEW, Solidworks, MATLAB)
Provide separate wireless at Etisalat for RIT Dubai Students (diff username and password)
Provide RIT Dubai Informational Package upon arrival
o Malls and Locations (with corresponding grocery store)
o Contact information
 RIT faculty/Emergency
 Etisalat office & contact person
 Taxi
o Schedules (i.e.: class, school bus, public bus, metro, recreational facilities)
o Facts about Dubai with Arabic language package
o Etisalat Academy Facts
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Issue

Solution
Personal Initial Issues

Confusion about MSD, expectations, class
instruction, and location

Pre-departure meeting with all group
members, guide, and Dr. Hensel

Difficulty finding rooms for weekly meetings
between Rochester and Dubai

Rochester – Reserve the Alumni Room
Dubai – Get an appropriate room and reserve for
the quarter

Skype is not available to download in UAE

Download Skype while in US

Uncertainty sharing documents

Use Google docs for working documents,
Tortoise SVN for other files, and upload
finished format documents to EDGE weekly.

Trouble scheduling meetings

All team members get Google email and
use/share Google calendars

RIT Faculty/Staff Initial Issues
Dubai members get automatically placed in
separate course on MyCourses and unable to
see content

Manual override of MyCourses by admin

Access to videos of lectures

Get all members access to Adobe Pro to share
videos (contact Jessica Hooper at RIT Library)

Dubai staff unaware a MSD course was taking
place

Get a faculty guide for Dubai

Internet is unreliable at Etisalat

Set up separate wireless network for RIT

RIT Dubai doesn’t have video conference
room

Add video conference room in Dubai

No purchasing procedure in Dubai

Create purchasing procedure for future teams.
Include easier method of taxi reimbursement

Problems getting to campus

Ensure Etisalat offers adequate bus schedule
for students to get to campus when needed

Lack of support for Dubai team members

Make sure at least one Dubai member has
taken DPM and get a faculty guide for Dubai
as well
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Trouble scheduling meetings

Schedule appropriate classes earlier (before
5pm) in Dubai and later in Rochester (not
before 11am)

Dubai computers do not have all the
necessary programs

Install Matlab, LabVIEW, SolidWorks, etc. on
campus computers

Dubai students not given proper orientation

Provide proper orientation and information
needed to begin living in Dubai

Problems communicating with team members
in Dubai

Provide cell phones to all study abroad
students as part of the orientation fee

Ongoing Issues
Gap in communications when using single
contact member for Dubai & Rochester

Copy all team members on emails related to
MSD to ensure everyone is informed

Skype lags during meetings

Allow breaks in conversation and use thumbs
up to show understanding.

Internet is unreliable at Etisalat

Hold Skype meetings on campus

People not getting documents before meetings

Send out and documents for meetings the day
before

Problems getting to campus when bus is
unavailable

Get prior approval and receipt for taxi
reimbursement

Gaps in communication from not confirming
understanding of emails and action items

Confirm understanding of all emails

Difficulty hearing people during Skype
meetings

Use mobile mic that can be passed around

During presentations in Dubai the board is
used to present information and laptop is used
to visually see other group presenting

Use a room with two smart boards to show
work presented by both groups simultaneously
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Etisalat Academy:
Rules in Dorms





Boys are NOT allowed on girls floor
Girls ARE allowed on boys floor as long as they remain in the lounge area or hallway (bedrooms are
off limits)
Must show Etisalat card to get into gated community

Room Information:







Card access to rooms and active lights
o Any card will work to active lights, doesn’t have to be room card
Private bathrooms for each room
o Toilets have a bidet
Provisions:
o Electronics: Minifridge, TV, phone, and electric boiler
 Adapter can be provided by main desk
o Linens: Bedding, pillows, and towels
o Furniture: Closet, dresser, and desk that need to be shared, individual night stands
Two sets of washer and dryer are located at the end of each hallway. They are free to use.

Cafeteria:




Buffet style open three times daily (see cafeteria schedule)
Cost: Breakfast is 15 dhs and Lunch/Dinner are 25 dhs

Gym/Recreational Center:








Three weight rooms, one is set aside specifically for women only
Outdoor: track around soccer field, beach volleyball, basketball and tennis courts, pool
o Won’t turn on lights unless 10+ people are on the field
Indoor: Table tennis, squash court, gymnasium with badminton, Jacuzzi, sauna, and steam room
o Can take exercise classes for a fee
Facility open from 8:00am to 11:00pm
Closed to students from 6:00pm – 9:00pm
Men not allowed in pool/spa until 5:30pm and women not allowed in evenings after 8:30 during
weekdays. Mix on Weds after 3:30 and weekends anytime

Transportation:







Private Bus:
o Arrives at front door and goes to school and malls
RTA Bus:
o Bus stop outside Etisalat Academy Gates
Taxi:
o Can call personally or go to main desk and ask them to call. Much cheaper than in US.
 Call ahead usually involves a small “booking fee” and is higher on the weekends
Metro:
o “Green line” metro planned to be completed by Summer
o “Red line” is a 16dhs taxi ride or 4dhs bus ride away
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Fun Places to Visit:















Global Village
Ski Dubai
Dubai Creek Golf Club
Burj Khalifa
Atlantis
Meydan Horse Race/Track (free)
Chill Out Café (Café made of ice)
Beaches
o JBR
o Jumeirah Beach Park
o Jumeirah Public Beach (no fee)
o Snoopy Island (near Sandy beach resort-Fujairah)
Souks
o Madinat Jumeirah Souks
o Spice, Textile and Gold Souks around Dubai Creek
Waterparks
o Aquaventure
o Wild Wadi
Cities
o Al Ain (zoo, camel market, oasis)
o Hatta (climbing and hiking)
o Abu Dhabi
o Fujairah (hiking, snorkeling)
o Dibba (climbing and hiking)
o Ras Al-Khaimah (climbing)
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Appendix A – Additional Information
Mall Information:
Mirdif City Centre
Link: http://www.mirdifcitycentre.com/mcc/Default.aspx
Supermarket: Carrefour
Festival City
Link: http://www.festivalcentre.com/storedir.aspx
Supermarket: Hyperpanda
Arabian Center
Link: http://www.arabiancenter.ae/media_center_lals.htm
Supermarket: Worldmart Hypermarket
Uptown Mirdiff
Link: http://www.uptownmirdiff.ae/main/index.aspx
Supermarket: Spinneys
Deira City Centre
Link: http://www.deiracitycentre.com/dcc/
Supermarket: Carrefour
Dubai Mall
Link: http://www.thedubaimall.com/en
Supermarket: Waitrose, Organic Foods & Cafe
Emirates Mall
Link: http://www.malloftheemirates.com/moe/Default.aspx
Supermarket: Carrefour, Lulus (next to mall but not attached)
Ibm Buttuta Mall
Link: http://www.ibnbattutamall.com/
Supermarket: Giants
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Useful Contact Information:
General:
Tel: +971 04 371 2000
Email: dubai@rit.edu
Website: www.rit.edu/dubai
Emergencies
Police (non-emergency)

04 229 2222

Police (emergency)

999

Fire

997

RIT Dubai Staff
VP - Student Affairs – Dr. Tom Raco

04 371 2002

Student Services - Michelle Vaz 04 371 2031
RIT Dubai Main

04 371 2000

Travel
Dubai Taxi

04 208 0808

Dubai Int’l Airport

04 224 5555

Hertz

04 282 4422

Thrifty (Car Rental)

04 337 0743

Couriers
Aramex

60 0544 000

DHL

800 4004

FedEx

800 4050

Hospitals
Al Wasl Hospital

04 324 1111

American Hospital Dubai

04 336 7777

Iranian Hospital

04 344 0250

Welcare Hospital

04 282 7788

Directory Enquiries
International telephone enquiries 151
Directory enquiries
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Reality of Dubai:
UAE Lifestyle












Dubai is 9 hours ahead of New York (ex: when it is 7:00 am in NY it is 4:00 pm in Dubai)
Currency for Dubai dirhams and 3.75 dhs = 1 US dollar (so divide everything here by 3 or 4)
o Don’t pay taxes in Dubai
Weekdays are Sunday – Thursday and Weekends are Friday and Saturday
Dubai is one of the cleanest and safest cities in the world
Use the metric system (weights are in kg, temperature in Celsius and speed limit in km/hr.)
Outlets are mainly type G (used in UK) and some ungrounded type C (used in Europe)
People are used to lower class workers picking up their mess
No refunds for recycling cans
No separation of church and state
All toilets here have a bidet

Food





Common foods are Arabic, Indian, and American
All water is bottled and not recommended to drink tap water
Not expected to tip servers

Transportation

 Prime forms are taxi, metro and buses for students (walking is very limited)
o Do not have to tip taxi drivers
o Small call ahead fee (this happens if you call ahead from Etisalat)
o Larger beginning fees for taxis on weekends (6 dhs) and from airport (25dhs)
o Allow about half hour to an hour wait for taxis on the weekends
 Majority of vehicles are high end brand names only a few years old
 Good maps and most online map programs are very inaccurate for Dubai
 Locations do not have address here, instead cross streets and landmarks are used

Entertainment





Public display of affection and intoxication are strictly prohibited
o Although, bars do serve alcohol
Hulu, Megavideo and Pandora are all blacked unless using RIT VPN
Unable to stream anything online (i.e.: CBS, NBC, MTV etc.) unless using RIT VPN
Suggestions:







Purchase Dubai Entertainment Book to receive coupons/discounts on goods and services
Sign up for an HSBC checking account so withdrawals from the ATM are free
o It is free and there is no minimum balance required
Bring/buy silverware and dinner ware, along with some containers to pack food for campus
Bring reusable water bottle
Most importantly, do your research and read some culture shock books:
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